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Letter from the Secretary-General

Dear Delegates and Faculty Advisors,

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to this year’s edition of Altair Model United Nations!

Model UN is an activity that I am very passionate about and I know that many of you are too. Serving

as the Secretary-General this year has been a great honor and responsibility. While we are facing the

challenge of hosting the conference virtually, it is amazing to see that despite these unconventional

circumstances so many of you are willing to continue working and taking part in events such as this

one. It shows true commitment.

I discovered the world of MUN in 2019. While I had participated in Parliamentary Style Debate for

many years before, MUN offered a very different experience which centered greatly around

dialoguing with new people and creativity. I quickly became fascinated with the community of so

many like minded individuals who are so hardworking and dedicated to debating about global issues.

MUN is more than representing a country or winning an award, but it is the community of people who

all share these interests. It is about self growth and pushing yourself to go out of your comfort zone.

AltMUN 2021 will be the third edition of this annual event. Over the years our delegation has grown

and organization skills have also improved greatly. Our goal is to provide you with a unique

experience as we have planned for all the committees to cover relevant topics in the most engaging

way. This year we have been faced with the challenge of hosting an international event. We look

forward to hosting delegates from across Latin America and the rest of the world. While I for sure

miss debating in person, it is amazing the way that virtuality allows us to connect with more people at

a global level.

Last, but certainly not least, I would like to give special recognition to the entire AltMUN secretariat.

Everything we have accomplished so far has been thanks to your long hours of work and meticulous

planning. Thanks to all of you, planning this conference, which may seem like an overwhelming task,

has become a challenge that we have tackled together.

We thank you for taking part in AltMUN 2021 and hope you have an amazing time! See you soon!

Kind Regards,

Valerie Aronhalt

Secretary-General, Altair Model United Nations 2021
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A Letter from the Committee Director

Dear delegates,

It is a pleasure to welcome you to the third edition of AltMUN! My name is Mariana Suarez and I will

be serving you as Press Corps Director. I am thrilled to meet you all in a few weeks and be able to

make new experiences during this conference.

I finished the IB program in November of 2020, and I am currently in the gap between my senior year

in high school and my freshman year in university; where I will be studying International Relations.

Regarding my experience in MUN, I joined the Altair delegation in 2017, alongside my MUN partner

Majo. Since then I have been able to participate in conferences as a delegate representing a country

and a news agency, as an AD and Committee Director, as well as in the Secretariat as

Secretary-General. However, I have found a love for the fast-paced nature of the press corps as well as

the power and ability we hold in the flow and advancement of the debate.

I have learned a lot from my experience in MUN and the Press Corps committee, especially what I

value the most in a delegate. In this study guide you will find the grading criteria Majo, Almudena and

I will be using to assess your work and participation. Additionally, I would like to hint at the fact that

what I value the most in a Press Corps delegate is representation (including research and preparation)

as well as creativity.

My main objective during this conference will be to provide a safe and fun environment for you all.

Being a Press Delegate comes with many opportunities and excitement, which is why I am positive

that you will learn a lot and make new amazing experiences.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions, concerns or suggestions.

Best regards,

Mariana Suarez

Letters from the Committee ADs
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Dear delegates,

It is a pleasure to welcome you to the TPAs committee, as part of the third edition of AltMUN. My

name is Maria Jose Gordillo, and I am your assistant director. Like Mariana, I was part of the

November 2020 IB session, and I will start classes at university this year. I have worked alongside her

in the Press Corps since 2017, the same year we both got involved in MUN at Altair school. We

further improved our knowledge in this committee and MUN throughout the years.

Personally, the dynamism behind this committee's nature motivated me to participate again in TPAs,

as Press Corps and NGOs. Through these experiences, I learned about the creative side of MUN that

allows the debate to flow. I hope to see your innovative profile at this conference, taking advantage of

the technology and the resources you have while having fun.

I am excited to meet you!

Best regards,

Maria Jose Gordillo
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About the committee

What is the Press Corps?

Ever since the rise of newspapers in the 1700s, media platforms suited for individuals worldwide have

become more present. People's ability to stay aware and conscious of the world surrounding them

gave them the power to make crucial decisions. Boosted by technology and everyday discoveries and

improvements, information is transferred within seconds, reaching every corner of the planet and

flowing vertically through the social and political hierarchy. Today, the media is considered the fourth

pillar of democracy, alongside judiciary, executive, and legislature. This is why the Press Corps is

regarded as a pivotal aspect in our society to inform the public, provide a voice to different groups and

keep those in power accountable.

In MUN, the Press Corps is different from other committees you may already know. One

characteristic may be present in each one of you, and that is to be proactive. In the Press Corps, you

represent a reporter for your newspaper. As a Press Corps delegate, you are responsible for embedding

your agency’s bias and style and a country’s policies (if it's the case for your agency) into your mind.

You report what is happening in the conference as your news agency would do in real life.

The Importance of the News and Media & Functions and Jobs of Press Corps

One of our main sources of information on current events, the economy, and a variety of other topics

is the news and media. This can be both beneficial and dangerous. The news and media have the

power to influence a society to a huge extent, thus, it is vital for the public to recognize their bias and

political viewpoint to make rational decisions. Newspapers use different stylistic features and writing

styles to get their point across in a more subtle way. They may use metaphors, statistics, appeal to

authority, irony, etc.
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The potential dangers of the news and media is that with their power of influence, they can manipulate

a population to act or think in a specific manner. A paper by Arjen van Dalen, Claes de Vreese and

Erik Albæk argues that media coverage amplifies periods of prolonged economic growth or

contraction. This is because when newspapers discuss potential threats to future economic

circumstances, it can cause a population to alter their plans of investment or consumption in the

future. Another example is that the media have the ability to break or make a political candidate. They

can make a candidate be hated by criticizing them and showing them in a negative light or make them

likable by using positive adjectives to describe them and praising them. This all depends on their

political ideologies and unfortunately the origins of their funds.

On the other hand, the press corps is responsible for keeping the public informed and holding those

who are in power accountable for their actions . News outlets can create awareness and provide a

voice for the voiceless. Additionally, many newspapers have taken an active part in acting against

oppression, injustice and complete partiality. Thus, the media can potentially protect the population

from being manipulated by our leaders and give us the opportunity to make up our own minds.

With this being said, it is important that different media have different biases and perspectives in order

to provide some sort of balance for the population to make informed and rational statements, decisions

and actions. We have to accept that everyone has different points of views, and not everything is right

or wrong, black and white. These different perspectives give us the color scheme, this being the

options to decide for ourselves what we believe in. News and media analyze the circumstances in

which we are living, to see if we are actually living in a democracy, and this is why they are

important.

History of the UN Correspondents Association

Founded in 1948 with only fifty members, who mostly represented American and Canadian media,

The United Nations Correspondents Association (UNCA) covers news and gives access to new

sources by reporting UN actions and circumstances through publications, broadcasts, and news

agencies. On September 16th, 1995, an agreement was signed between the UN Secretary-General and

the UNCA. This established the beginning of their relationship and interconnection. The UNCA

arranges news conferences, social functions, and other activities to bring delegations together. Since

its foundation, the number of correspondents has increased as the UN started being more relevant and

influential in the world, currently having over 200 correspondents from all around the world.
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Possible content to produce

Articles

Articles are a pivotal part of daily newspapers' publishing. They can discuss specific current events or

talk about recent broader news. These are a primordial tool when it comes to TPAs in a MUN

conference. You can express your newspaper's intake on an event or present a committee update

through them. We expect you to deliver a well-thought article that directly or indirectly communicates

your newspaper's ideas, bias, and values. This is where your news reporter skills come into play. You

must be aware of your media writing style, format, and more. We expect articles to be at least half a

page long, not including the images.

Infographics

Given rapid technological updates, it is now more accessible to make infographics online. This is a

way to captivate an audience's attention and have them enjoy the information while they understand it.

So, when we tell you we encourage you to think about infographics, we mean it! However, you have

to consider there are a myriad of ways of how infographics can go wrong. Remember, once again, you

represent a newspaper; we expect you to act according to their principles and values. Despite

infographics being a fantastic way to demonstrate your ability to sum up information and your

creativity, you need to make sure you follow your media's formality, tone, structure, and style.

Videos and photography

It may not come as a surprise that we love when delegates spice up their content by showcasing your

creativity (without overusing it). A great way to do this is through videos and photography. Whether

you add images to your updates or submit a video discussing your news agency’s perspective on the

conference, you will be conceptualizing the topic you want to address even more.

Interviews

During the conference, you will be able to interview anyone you think of (Secretariat, Delegates,

Chairs, Faculty Advisors, Staff) as long as you ask them and perform your questionnaire thoughtfully

and respectfully. Remember that other committees are doing their thing too, so please make sure to

not disrupt them in any way. If you want to approach someone, locate the committee they are in. After

that, go to their Zoom room, communicate with them through a private message, and if they agree to

be interviewed, make sure you find an appropriate setting to do so (maybe create an online meeting

during a break), and go ahead! Interviews can be submitted to us as videos, articles, or a transcript.

There are also different ways to use interviews to create a variety of other content.
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Press conferences

Let's not forget that MUN is all about coming up with solutions for global issues. Despite not being

directly involved in passing a resolution, you are the mediator of this information as you need to tell

the story to a vital stakeholder, the people. A press conference is perfect to be held when working

papers and resolutions are being concluded. This is an opportunity for you to ask the delegates about

their proposals; ask them the questions the people want to know! The press corps prepare questions

based on the committee's resolutions, approach the committee, and directly ask the delegates. This is

an excellent opportunity for representatives from other committees to hopefully improve the quality of

their resolutions and think in detail of them, so be sure to ask questions that will have this impact on

delegates!

Updates

As the conference proceeds and develops, committees will need you to keep the dynamic and flow of

the discussion. You will have the chance to change what is happening in a conference room. Updates

can be done through articles, videos or an act, all depending on how the director of that committee

wants the update. Updates should be realistic and should change the flow of the committee. If you are

choosing to do an update, make sure to talk to the director of that committee in order to organize and

plan it. As your press directors, we will check and approve the final update you are planning on

presenting, however it is more important that the director of the committee accepts the idea first.

Updates will be presented in front of the committee and delegates will ask you questions. The

recommended length of an update is for it to be short, around one fourth of a page.

Social Media

Remember that the purpose of this list is to give you ideas for possible content and choose the ones

that resonate more with your newspaper. If your outlet is present on social media, it would be a good

idea to think about that too! Through Instagram, Facebook, or Twitter, newspapers are trying to make

their information more available and succinct to their audience. This is also a great way to generate

engagement with a community. You can upload your perspective on the conference, videos, images,

etc.

Hybrid

Last but not least, we have hybrid content! Why choose one when you can mix several content ideas?

This is probably a route you will take in the Press Corps committee. Some examples are inserting

elements like videos and images to written articles, making a video interview, adding an interview

transcript to an article, showcasing your videos and infographics on social media, and so on!

Remember to be creative, but also to stick to your media's personality. Sometimes less is more, so

don't overuse hybrids.
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Grading Criteria
All of the criteria listed below are interconnected. However, we believe that it is important for you all

to understand what we are looking for when grading your content and deciding on the awards.

Representation is one of the most important factors that make up your participation in the Press

Corps committee. While checking your work we need to be able to see how you portray the values

and writing style of your news agency. Things you can do to enhance your mark in this criteria is

research the political and economic stance of your newspaper, as well as look for key writing styles in

their content and use the same or similar format for your content.

Creativity is also important and can be shown in different ways. We want to see your ingenuity and

ability to produce intriguing content. This can include the format, literary devices, designs, etc. of

your content.

Quality and quantity should go hand in hand. Quality refers to the weight your content has (not

necessarily in length, but in its production). Well-written pieces and well produced content in general

can be achieved through research, the use of references or statistics, interviews, clear images with

descriptions, etc. In terms of quantity, we will be expecting a certain number of content per session,

there needs to be a balance in order to prevent rushed or incomplete work.

Participation will be graded by how involved you are in the committees. Unlike NGOs and country

delegates, you will not interfere or directly partake in the debate, however, you will be able to

interview the delegates and listen to their negotiations. Through the other chairs, your updates, and

other content we will be able to see how much you participated, made yourself seen and showed

interest in the debate.

Time management, organization and responsibility

As mentioned previously, there will be a general outline of the content you will have to produce

during each committee session. With this being said, meeting these deadlines will be crucial in your

participation in the Press Corps committee. This also includes your responsibility in terms of updates,

as you will not want to make other chairs wait for you.

Other factors: initiative (especially when wanting to do an update in a committee), enthusiasm and

variety (this refers to alternating and producing different sorts of content).
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Procedure

Committee Headquarters

We will have a committee headquarters in the form of a zoom meeting, in which we will take roll calls

and meet during the beginning of each committee session. You will have access to this meeting

throughout the entirety of the conference. However, we encourage all delegates to visit the different

committees and be proactive. Most of your time will be spent in different zoom meetings, but if you

have any doubts, questions or simply want a quiet place to work, one of us will always be in the zoom

call. We expect all delegates to be in the Press Corps zoom meeting during the beginning of each

committee session in order to take roll calls and give you instructions for the committee session.

First Session

During the first committee session we will not only be taking roll calls, but be engaging in opening

speeches. We want to encourage delegates to work together when producing updates, in order to

provide more enriched content. Thus, the opening speeches will serve as an opportunity for you all to

get to know each other's perspectives and styles. Generally, a Press Corps opening speech includes

some background information about your newspaper (such as country of origin and values, etc.) as

well as your objectives during the conference (what committees you would like to visit, what type of

content you will produce, etc.).

Update Procedure

Chairs look for enriching, high quality and impactful updates for their committees. Which is why we

will follow a certain procedure when creating updates.

1. Whether a chair contacts us directly, or you (or you contact them) the three parties need to be

aware of the development process of your update

2. You will brainstorm ideas and exchange them with the committee chair and us

3. When your idea is approved, you will produce the actual update (whether it's an article, video,

infographic, skit, etc.)

4. You will show us the update for our approval

5. Once it is approved by us, you will show it to the committee chair and wait for their approval

6. If the final product is approved, you may present the update during the designated time

provided by the committee chair (and let one of us know so that we can accompany you)
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News and Media bias

What is bias?

Chart shows the political spectrum and level of fact reporting of different news and media.

Horizontally through the top, it indicates their political perspectives (whether they are right, center, or

left winged) and in the sides it shows other crucial characteristics regarding their writing style (such

as if it's factual, opinionated, partialist).

Through your work you will have an opportunity to showcase your knowledge and research on your

newspaper’s values. Thus, understanding these will be vital. Different biases influence the way you

write and discuss certain topics, it will affect what countries you will interview and show more

interest in and who you work with.

The following newspapers will be present in AltMUN 2021:

BBC

BBC is a world leading public service broadcaster. It was created

on the 18th of October of 1922 by John Reith. They are

“impartial and independent”, producing daily programmes and

content. Their purpose is to inform, educate and entertain

millions. They manage this across a television series, radio
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networks and digital services; all in more than 40 languages. They have been accused of having both a

conservative and liberal point of view. They are known for the minimal use of loaded words in their

pieces, and to be very direct and informative.

Fox News

Fox News is an American based news anchor owned by “Fox

Corporation”. Its headquarters are located in New York City.

Since 2015 more than 95 million have access to this news outlet.

Founded in 1996 by Australian-American media proprietor

Rupert Murdoch to appeal to conservative audiences, he was

also the founder of the British News of the World. Fox news is

considered to be part of the right wing media and has been

accused of being biased in favor of the Republican party in the

United States.

CNN

CNN (Cable News Network) is a american based news-source

owned by “Warner Media News & Sports”. Its headquarters are

in Atlanta, Georgia but broadcasts from the Time Warner Center

in New York. It provides 24 hours news to over 100 million U.S

households. It also broadcasts news outside the United States

and has sister channels in the Philippines, Indonesia and Chile;

among others. Founded in 1980 by American media mogul and

philanthropist Ted Turner. CNN is a left wing newspaper.

El País

El País is an english and spanish daily newspaper based in

Madrid that features local, national and international news. They

are an independent paper that promotes democratic ideals,

specifically post Franco-Spain. It was established in 1976, and it

was approved by the Spanish government after Franco’s death.

This newspaper writes serious and readable content and about

diverse topics. They have a left-centered bias, which means they

are moderately liberal. They are very factual, but also use a lot of

emotion and stereotypes in their writing.
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Al Jazeera

Al Jazeera provides a voice for the voiceless, especially in some

of the most unreported places in the world. This news outlet is

independent, yet funded by the Qatar government. They use

simple language to inform their audiences, as one of their goals

is to provide comprehensive news. While its main headquarters

are located in Doha, Qatar, they have over 70 bureaus around the

world. Al Jazeera is considered left-centered. While sometimes it

is favorable

Wall Street Journal

Wall Street Journal was first launched in 1889. The international

business newspaper focuses on finance, investment and corporate

news, and it’s headquarters are in New York. Currently, Rubert

Murdoch owns the newspaper, but is funded through

subscriptions and advertising models. While being right-center,

WSJ still produced relatively factual reporting in regular news. In

their opinion/review columns, they do tend to favor right-leaning

political actors at an international level.

The Guardian

The Guardian is a British daily newspaper, founded in 1821 with

the name of “The Manchester Guardian”. This newspaper is part

of The Guardian media group, owned by Scott Trust, which was

created to ensure financial and editorial independence and a

safeguard to the “journalistic freedom and liberal values” of said

newspaper from interference (political/ commercial). Their

political view is centre-left and has been proved to be the most

trusted in the UK from October 2017 to September 2018; it has

also been reported to be the most-read in the UK’s “quality

newsbrands”.
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RT

RT Network, formerly known as Russia Today, is a news source

funded through advertising and partly the Russian Government.

It was founded in 2005 by the RIA Novosti agency and is part

of the Russians core organization of strategic importance. It is

owned and managed by ANO "TV-Novosti”. RT is considered a

Right-Center organization and considered highly biased in favor

of Russia, they occasionally run Pro-Russian propaganda and

Prostate conspiracy. However, they also report on world-wide

news, focusing on tv and video reporting.

China Daily

China Daily is a newspaper firm in China. Established in 1981 and

governed by the ‘Communist Party of China’ alongside the

Chinese ‘State council information office’. It targets not only

national Chinese citizens but also at an international level. It is

sometimes used as a guide to Chinese government policy. It is

considered a slightly left leaning ‘least-biased’ news outlet as it

has a highly factual reporting.

The Globe and Mail

The Globe and Mail is a Canadian newspaper that was founded in

1844. It’s based in Toronto and printed in six cities across

Canada. The Woodbridge Company Limited, a private holding

company owns the newspaper, however they receive their funds

through subscriptions and advertising. The Globe and Mail tends

to lean toward the right-center bias by using loaded words and

endorsing more conservative political actors. They tend to

discuss both national and international news.
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Deutsche Welle

Deutsche Welle (DW) was founded in 1953 and is based in

Bonn, Germany. DW is funded by the German government and

they disclose their finances through an annual report. Their

content tends to be left-center biased, specifically on editorial

positions where they lean towards more liberal stand points.

They also use and cite different credible sources in order to

represent a balance in their news reporting.

Vice News

Vice Media is a media and digital creator company that has a

printed magazine and many different digital channels, including:

Vice News, vice.com, etc. While they create different sorts of

content in these mediums, they tend to post a lot of documentary

essays and especially videos in its website and Youtube channel.

It was founded by Shane Smith, Suroosh Alvi, and Gavin

McInnes in 1994 in Montreal, Canada. They have a left-centered

bias, they offer a left-progressive perspective. It is promoted as

being a media agency that produces “under-covered stories”.

Reuters

Reuters was founded in 1851, and since then they have become an

internationally known news agency that publishes content in over

16 languages. They pride themselves in being independent, and

having integrity and freedom from bias. They publish videos,

articles, pictures, audios, graphics, etc. regarding varied topics such

as politics, business, technology, health etc. Reuters is known for

their factual content, use of statistics, and for having minimal bias.
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The Washington Post

The Washington Post was founded in 1877 and is headquartered in

Washington D.C. While the newspaper was founded by Stilson

Hutchins, afterwards being bought by Eugene Meyer, Jeffrey P.

Bezos bought the newspaper back in 2013. Generally, The

Washington Post’s reporting is left-leaning. Additionally, they are

considered a very factual newspaper as they use very credible

sources. The newspaper was very involved in the fall of the Nixon

administration through the publication of excerpts of the Pentagon

Papers and reporting on Watergate in 1971-1972.

The Times of India

Launched with its former name, The Bombay Times and Journal

of Commerce, The Times of India came out in 1838. It is an

indian daily newspaper that focuses on news, politics, sports,

entertainment, business, and technology. The Times of India is

owned by The Times group and is funded through subscriptions

and advertisement, with an abundant amount of government

advertisements. Something that The Times of India delegates

must be aware of is the lack of freedom of the press. With this

being said, the newspaper tends to lean towards a more

conservative bias and they have failed at least four fact checks.

The New York Times

The New York Times (NYT) is an American newspaper with a

base in New York City, having worldwide influence and

leadership. The New York Times has over 60 million readers of

whom a third are millennials. It was founded in 1851 and since

then it has won 127 Pulitzer Prices. It is ranked 17th in the world

and 2nd in the U.S. it is owned by The New York Times

Company; the newspaper’s motto is “all the news that's fit to

print”. The paper maintains a strict profanity policy and has a left

center bias with a liberal and progressive perspective.
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Radio Programas del Perú (RPP)

RPP was founded in 1963 by Manuel Delgado Parker with the

objective of unifying different cities in Peru through a common

radioshow. Since then, the radio broadcasting company has

expanded to RPP TV and rpp.pe creating multifaceted

communication and media systems. Their objective is to transmit

truthful and timely information to the peruvian population. They

are very proud of their coverage during urgent times in Peru, such

as the “El Niño” phenomenon of 1998 and 2017, and the

participation of the Peruvian National soccer team in the World

Cup in Russia in 2018.

Position Paper requirements
A press corps position paper is very different from one of other committees, in regards to the

structure. Your position paper should be separated into three paragraphs:

1. The first paragraph should include the history and background information of your newspaper

(this can include the date in which it was founded, the owners, groundbreaking coverages,

how they are funded, it’s main objective, etc)

2. The second paragraph should include the forms of media and content your news agency

usually produces, their bias, their political viewpoints, etc.

3. Finally, your third paragraph should include your main objectives as a press delegate during

the conference (this can include what committees you would like to report on, what you’re

looking forward to, the ways in which you want to implement your newspapers objectives

into the conference)

Regarding the format of the position papers, they should be:

● Font size: 11 or 12

● Font: whichever font you prefere, however it must be tangible and readable

● A maximum of 1 page long

● Please include your sources (bibliography) at the end of your position paper (if the

bibliography is half a page then it is fine if your position paper as a whole goes on to

a second page)

Position papers are due on June 11th at 11:59 pm. Please make sure to meet the deadline, or send

them beforehand. They must be sent to the press corps email (press@altair.pe). Position Papers are

required for you to be eligible to win a prize.
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